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Abstract
We study the adsorption of organic molecules on the close-packed facets of the coinage metals, illustrating how accurately adsorption heights can be described using recent advances of the
van der Waals density functional (vdWDF), with the so called optPBE/vdWDF, optB86b/vdWDF,
vdWDF2 and rev/vdWDF2 functionals. The adsorption of two prototypical aromatic hydrocarbons is investigated, and the calculated adsorption heights are compared to experimental literature values from normal incident X-ray standing wave absorption as well as a state-of-the art
semi-empirical method. It is shown that both the optB86b/vdWDF and rev/vdWDF2 functionals
describe adsorption heights with an accuracy of 0.1 Å compared to experimental values, and are
concluded as a reliable methods of choice for related systems.
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Introduction

The assembly of organic molecules on metal surfaces into one- and two-dimensional nanoarchitectures, stabilized by either non-covalent 1–5 or covalent interactions, 6–10 has become a very active area
in surface and nanoscale science over the past decade. Density functional theory (DFT) is important as a complemental tool for the experimental characterization of molecular architectures on surfaces. 11 This is, however, not the only role DFT-based theoretical modeling has to play. During the
1

last years it has been frequently used for understanding the underlying surface reactions that are responsible for the formation of many structures. 12–16 One may even envision the use of DFT in the
computational screening of new materials with superior properties for certain applications, 16 which
has already proven powerful in heterogeneous catalysis. 17
In all of these aspects, it is of the uttermost importance to have an accurate theory that reliably
describes the interactions between an organic molecule and a metal surface. As a matter of fact, such
a description remains one of the main challenges for DFT. This is due to the fact that, by definition,
long-ranged van der Waals (vdW) interactions are not accounted for by conventional semi-local DFT
on the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) level of theory. The approximations inherent to
GGA are particularly unviable to describe the adsorption of large organic molecules, where vdW
forces contribute with a major portion of the overall attractive interaction. 18
Two schools of thought for treating non-local van der Waals interactions in DFT calculations have
emerged. The first introduces an additive atom pairwise potential of the form C6 R−6 , where C6 is an
atom-specific parameter determining the interaction strength between two atoms, and R is the separation between the two atoms. 19,20 While this formulation gives the anticipated asymptotic behavior
for large separations, the energy diverges for short distances, why a damping function is needed. The
so called dispersion corrected DFT (DFT-D) methods have met criticism, as the results depend more
on the ad hoc damping function than the physically justified C6 -parameters. 21 Furthermore, this approach is particularly challenging for metal surfaces due to difficulties describing the polarizability
of a metal with a pairwise additive potential. 22 The latter problem was recently addressed with the
DFT+vdWsurf method, 23 which includes the screening of the substrate electrons when determining
the C6 coefficients.
The second approach is based on introducing a truly non-local density functional. The so called
van der Waals density functional (vdWDF) 24 was constructed to work seamlessly for both large and
small separations, thereby avoiding the problem of the damping function. It is, however, a well established fact that the original version of the vdWDF, based on revPBE exchange, 25 gives too large
adsorption distances. 26 The last years, several improvements have been made to the vdWDF. These
include both updating the non-local kernel of the functional, 27 as well as adopting different types
of semi-local exchange. 28–30 Recently, it was illustrated 31 that the vdWDF based on an optimized
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form of the Becke86 functional (optB86b/vdWDF) 28,29 gives excellent results for single molecule
adsorption, as well as for two dimensional metal-organic frameworks, on Cu(111). However, how
this functional performs for other molecules and surfaces is still unclear due to the limited number of
studies. It has been suggested that optB86b/vdWDF accurately describes the adsorption of a phtalocyanine on Au(111), 32 but the conclusions were based on presumption of the experimental adsorption
height, without explicit experimental justification.
In this work, we investigate how different vdWDFs describe the adsorption of the 3,4,9,10perylene-tetracarboxylic acid (PTCDA) and diindenoperylene (DIP) molecules on Au(111), Ag(111),
and Cu(111). The investigated functionals include optB86b/vdWDF, optPBE/vdWDF, vdWDF2, and
rev/vdWDF2. The two former functionals are based on the original vdWDF adapted with different
semi-local exchange, while the latter two are based on the updated correlation suggested in Ref. 27 , the
so called vdWDF2, with different semi-local exchange. The two molecules, which are illustrated in
Fig. 1, were chosen since there exist experimental values of the adsorption heights, measured by normal incident X-ray standing wave (NI-XSW) absorption. 33–36 The results from the various vdWDFs
will also be compared to those obtained with the DFT+vdWsurf method. 23,36

Figure 1 The two molecules considered in this study:
(a) 3,4,9,10-perylene-tetracarboxylic acid (C24 O6 H8 , PTCDA), and (b) diindenoperylene (C32 H16 , DIP). For
PTCDA the carboxyl and anhydride oxygen atoms are labelled.
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Computational details

The calculations were performed within the framework of periodic density functional theory (DFT)
using the VASP code 37 interfaced to the Atomic Simulation Environment (ASE). 38 Ion-core electron
interactions were described using the projected augmented wave method. 39,40 In all calculations, a
500 eV kinetic energy cutoff was used.
The vdWDF was used to describe all non-local correlation, while local correlation was described
by LDA. The exchange was described on the GGA level of theory, using an optimized forms of the
Becke 86 (optB86b), and PBE (optPBE). 28,29 These types of exchange were combined with the nonlocal correlation proposed in the original version of the vdWDF 24 , resulting in the XC-functionals
denoted as optB86b/vdWDF and PBE/vdWDF, respectively. We also performed calculations with
the updated version of the vdWDF 27 , both with the exchange suggested by Lee et al. 27 , denoted as
vdWDF2, as well as with a revised form of Becke 86 exchange, recently suggested by Hamada, 41
denoted as rev/vdWDF2.
The Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111) surfaces were modeled by four layered slab separated by at
least 15 Å of vacuum. For each of the metal, the calculated lattice constants for respective method were
used, which are summarized in the Supporting Information. Structural optimizations were performed
until the forces acting on the atoms in adsorbed molecules and the two outermost slab layers were
smaller than 0.01 eV/Å.
Adsorption heights were calculated as

hads = zads − z(nth layer) − (n − 1)d[111] ,

(1)

where zads is the z-coordinate of the molecule, z(nth layer) is the z-coordinate of the nth surface layer,
and d[111] is the interlayer spacing in the [111] direction. The nth layer layer is defined as the first fixed
layer in the slab; in our case n = 3. The definition of the adsorption height is illustrated in Fig. 2. We
choose this definition as it better relates to NI-XSW measurements, where it is the periodicity between
the bulk layers that gives rise to the standing waves.
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hads + (n-1)!d<111>

n-1 moving layers

d<111>

fixed “bulk” layers

Figure 2 Definition of adsorption height hads , as obtained from NI-XSW measurements: hads is given with
respect to the bulk of the substrate.

2.1

Isolated PTCDA and DIP

When modeling the adsorption of isolated PTCDA and DIP molecules, for Cu(111), a surface unit
cell of
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was used, while for Ag(111) and Au(111), a surface unit cell of
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was used. Here, a1 and a2 are the primitive surface unit cell vectors of respective surface. In the calculations of isolated molecules, a 2×3 k-point sampling was used, which provides converged adsorption
heights and energies within 0.01 Å and 10 meV, respectively. In the Supporting Information a part of
the convergence check with respect to the k-point sampling has been included.

2.2

Herringbone structure of PTCDA

For the herringbone structure of PTCDA on Ag(111) the experimentally determined unit cell, 42 given
by
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(4)

was used. On Au(111) it is well-known that PTCDA does not form a commensurate overlayer, but in√
stead demonstrates a point-on-line growth on the (22 × 3) reconstructed surface. 43–45 For simplicity,
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for the modeling of the herringbone structure on Au(111) we use the same unit cell as for Ag(111),
which was suggested in Refs. 23,46 , with the motivation that the lattice vectors of Au and Ag are almost
identical.
For the herringbone structure on Cu(111), two different unit cells can be found in the literature.
From scanning tunneling microscopy experiments 47 a unit cell of
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was proposed. However, Romaner et al. suggested 46 the alternative unit cel
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(6)

The results presented here were obtained with the latter unit cell, as this was found to give a more
stable network than the former (see the Supporting Information for further information). For the
herringbone networks a 3 × 5 k-point sampling was used, which corresponds to the same accuracy of
the k-point sampling used for the isolated molecules.
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3.1

Results
Adsorption of PTCDA

Fig. 3a-c illustrates the most stable adsorption configurations for an isolated PTCDA molecule on
Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111), respectively. On Ag(111) and Au(111) the molecule is centered
above a bridge site, with the long axis of the molecule parallel to the [11̄0] direction; the Bridge-0◦
site. On Cu(111) on the other hand, optB86b/vdWDF suggests an adsorption geometry where the
molecule is centered above a bridge site with its long-axis rotated 30◦ away from the [11̄0] direction
(Bridge-30◦ ), while all other considered methods find an adsorption site where PTCDA is centered
above a top site and with its long axis parallel to the [11̄0] direction (Top-0◦ site). For clarity, both
the adsorption configurations on Cu(111) are indicated in Fig. 3. Notably, an important aspect of
the adsorption of an isolated DPDI molecule on all the three surfaces is that the carboxyl oxygens
sits on-top of a surface atom. For the Bridge-30◦ configuration on Cu(111), shown in Fig. 3a, also the
6

anhydride oxygen is positioned above a top site, at the cost that the entire molecular backbone is closer
to the surface. The interface between PTCDA and Cu(111) presents a delicate mixture of interactions,
which will become even more prominent when discussing the herringbone network of PTCDA on this
surface. The adsorption data for the most stable adsorption configurations obtained with the different
methods are compared in Tab. 1, while other high-symmetry adsorption configurations and adsorption
data are shown in the Supporting Information.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 3 Top and side views for the most favorable adsorption configurations of the isolated PTCDA molecule
on (a,b) Cu(111), (c) Ag(111), and (d) Au(111), as well (e) summary of average adsorption heights of carbons
atoms and the two types of oxygen species on the three surfaces obtained with different vdWDFs , as indicated.
Our calculated adsorption heights are compared to those obtained experimentally for the Ag(111) surface. 33
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Table 1 Average adsorption heights (hads ) for the carbon and two types of oxygen atoms, as well as adsorption
energies (Eads ) obtained with different vdWDFs, for an isolated PTCDA molecule obtained for different
adsorption sites on Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111), with two configurations with similar energies indicated
for Cu(111). For Ag(111), also the adsorption heights from experiments (Exp.) are indicated.
Substrate and
adsorption site

hads (Å)

Eads (eV)

C average

O carboxyl

O anhydride

optPBE/vdWDF

3.10

2.48

2.71

-2.38

optB86b/vdWDF

2.82

2.26

2.53

-3.01

vdWDF2

3.28

2.94

3.02

-1.72

do rev/vdWDF2

2.90

2.28

2.54

-1.95

optPBE/vdWDF

3.14

2.79

2.95

-2.35

optB86b/vdWDF

2.62

2.28

2.54

-3.04

vdWDF2

3.30

3.03

3.12

-1.70

rev/vdWDF2

2.68

2.30

2.55

-1.91

optPBE/vdWDF

3.11

2.64

2.79

-2.55

optB86b/vdWDF

2.91

2.49

2.67

-3.04

vdWDF2

3.30

2.80

2.95

-1.85

rev/vdWDF2

2.93

2.51

2.68

-2.30

Exp. 33

2.81 ± 0.04

2.50 ± 0.04

2.83 ± 0.04

optPBE/vdWDF

3.31

3.09

3.18

-2.42

optB86b/vdWDF

3.21

2.90

3.01

-2.74

vdWDF2

3.47

3.22

3.30

-1.84

rev/vdWDF2

3.21

2.91

3.01

-2.23

Cu(111): Top–0◦

Cu(111): Bridge–30◦

Ag(111)

Au(111)
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In Fig. 3d the adsorption heights obtained with the different vdWDFs for the most stable configurations, of the isolated PTCDA molecule on the three surfaces, are compared. For Ag(111) also the
measured values are indicated. 33 For all methods, except optPBE/vdWDF, the adsorption heights follow the established reactivity of the three surfaces, with the smallest adsorption height for Cu(111) and
the largest one for Au(111). For Ag(111) the optB86b/vdW and rev/vdWDF2 results compare quite
well to the experimental values, with the largest discrepancies for the anhydride oxygen, of 0.16 Å
and 0.15 Å, respectively. The optPBE/vdWDF and vdWDF2 methods overestimate the heights, except
for the anhydride oxygen, which is very well described by optPBE/vdWDF.
Considering the herringbone network of PTCDA, this follows a quite similar construction on all
three surfaces, in which one of the two molecules per unit cell adsorbs similar to the most stable
adsorption configuration for a single molecule, while the second molecule adopts its geometry in
order to optimize the molecule–molecule and molecule–surface interactions, Fig. 4. The structure of
the PTCDA herringbone network on these surfaces has been discussed thoroughly elsewhere, 23,46 and
will not be subject for discussion here.
In Fig. 4 the average adsorption heights of the different atomic species for the PTCDA herringbone network for the various vdWDFs are compared to those obtained experimentally, 33 as well as
calculated ones using the DFT+vdWsurf method by Ruiz et al. 23 Additional adsorption data is listed
in Tab. 2 As a general remark, the adsorption heights are larger in the network compared to the isolated molecules, due to the intermolecular interactions. Notably, similar effects have been observed
for other systems. 48 Considering the average height of the carbon atoms, these compare extraordinarily well to the experimental data for optB86b/vdWDF and rev/vdWDF, with perfect agreement for
Cu(111), while both methods give slightly overestimated and underestimated heights on Ag(111) and
Au(111), respectively, with less than 0.1 Å. The optPBE and vdWDF2 methods severely overestimates
the heights of the carbon atoms, with exception of optPBE/vdWDF for Au(111) where a reasonable
agreement is found.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4 Most favorable configurations of the PTCDA herringbone structure on (a) Cu(111), (b) Ag(111), and
(c) Au(111), with the black lines indicating the surface unit cells, and (d) summary of average adsorption
heights of these structures. The average adsorption heights were calculated for the carbon atoms and the two
types of oxygen atoms with different vdWDFs, and compared to literature values obtained with the
DFT+vdWsurf method. 23 The dotted black lines and shaded areas denote the experimental data and associated
error bars, for Cu(111), 34 Ag(111), 33 , and Au(111) 35 (only carbon atoms).
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Table 2 Average adsorption heights (hads ) for the carbon and two types of oxygen atoms, as well as adsorption
energies (Eads ) obtained with different vdWDFs, for the herringbone structure of PTCDA obtained for the
most stable adsorption configurations on Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111). Where available, also the adsorption
heights from experiments (Exp.) are indicated.
hads (Å)

Eads (eV)

C average

O carboxyl

O anhydride

optPBE/vdWDF

3.16

3.04

3.16

-2.95

optB86/vdWDF

2.65

2.84

3.01

-3.49

vdWDF2

3.30

3.07

3.20

-2.29

rev/vdWDF2

2.70

2.86

3.03

-2.81

Exp. 34

2.66 ± 0.02

2.73 ± 0.06

2.89 ± 0.06

optPBE/vdWDF

3.19

2.94

3.05

-3.22

optB86b/vdWDF

2.90

2.64

2.81

-3.73

vdWDF2

3.41

3.19

3.26

-2.37

rev/vdWDF2

2.93

2.68

2.86

-3.06

Exp. 33

2.86 ± 0.01

2.66 ± 0.03

2.98 ± 0.08

optPBE/vdWDF

3.42

3.35

3.40

-3.26

optB86b/vdWDF

3.27

3.25

3.31

-3.52

vdWDF2

3.62

3.53

3.57

-2.52

rev/vdWDF2

3.29

3.26

3.31

-2.97

Exp. 35

3.34 ± 0.02

–

–

Cu(111)

Ag(111)

Au(111)
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In view of the oxygen atoms, the comparison to experiments is limited to Cu(111) and Ag(111), as
no experimental data exist for Au(111). The optB86b/vdWDF and rev/vdWDF2 calculations are able
to capture most of the trends for these atoms, with exception of the anhydride oxygen on Ag(111),
which we find at a height closer to the surface than the carbon atoms, while the opposite is observed
experimentally. 33 The carboxyl oxygens, on the other hand, are found in almost perfect agreement
with the measurements using these methods for this surface. The same behavior was found for the
isolated PTCDA molecule on this surface (Fig. 3) On Cu(111) both the types of oxygen atoms are
found at approximately 0.1 Å too far away from the surface for optB86b/vdWDF and rev/vdWDF2
compared to experiments. As for the carbon atoms, optPBE/vdWDF and vdWDF2 overestimate the
adsorption heights quite significantly.
Comparing the data to DFT+vdWsurf , both optB86b/vdWDF and rev/vdWDF2 are in better, or
equally good, agreement to experiments with only one exception; the carbon atoms on Ag(111). It
should, however, be noted that in most cases, the three methods are in close agreement with experiments, and up to this point, all three methods appear as suitable choices. It is important to notice that
these methods are able to describe the adsorption heights of the carbon atoms with higher accuracy
than those of the oxygen atoms.
The herringbone network on Cu(111) warrants additional analysis. In the experiments, the carbon
atoms are found closer to the surface than the oxygen atoms, in contrast to Ag(111) and Cu(111).
Notable, both optB86b/vdWDF and rev/vdWDF2 are able to qualitatively reproduce this phenomenon,
although the oxygen atoms are found slightly too far away from the surface for both functionals.
Notable, for the isolated PTCDA on Cu(111) the anticipated adsorption behavior, with the oxgen
atoms closer to the surface than the carbon atoms, is found. We ascribe this behavior to two competing
attractive interactions between PTCDA and the Cu(111) surface, namely the interaction of the surface
with the oxygen atoms and the perylene core, respectively. For the isolated molecule, the oxygencopper interaction is the stronger of the two. In the formation of the network this interaction is weaken
as a result of the intermolecular interactions, just enough to make the interaction between carbon and
copper the dominating molecule-surface interaction. Similar to the adsorption of DIP on this surface
(see below) PTCDA is adsorbed in a bent configuration pushing the oxygen atoms away from the
surface.
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3.2

Adsorption of DIP

The adsorption of DIP on the (111)-facets of the noble metals has previously been investigated with
DFT by Bürker et al. 36 using the DFT+vdWsurf method. However, in their study a specific adsorption
site was assumed, without considering other possible sites. Thus, the exact adsorption configurations
of DIP on the three surfaces are unknown.
Fig. 5 illustrates the most stable adsorption sites of an isolated DIP molecule adsorbed on the
three surfaces, respectively, as obtained with optB86b/vdWDF. All high-symmetry adsorption sites
are compared in the Supporting Information. The preferred adsorption site of DIP is the same on all
surfaces, with the molecule centered above a bridge site with a 30◦ angle between the long axis of
the molecule and the [11̄0] direction of respective substrate. On the Ag(111) and Au(111) surfaces
the molecule adsorb in a more or less flat geometry, while on Cu(111) the molecule is considerably
bent, with the centre of the molecule closest to the surface, similar to the adsorption site of PTCDA in
the herringbone network on Cu(111) (see above). Notably, the adsorption sites we found are different
from those used by Bürker et al., 36 where it was assumed that the molecule adsorbs centered above a
top site, parallel to the [11̄0] for each of the surfaces. The impact of the surface registry is discussed
below.
Considering the adsorption heights of the most stable adsorption configurations, these compare
very well to experimental data in the literature for optB86b/vdWDF and rev/vdWDF2, as shown in
Fig. 5d and Tab. 3 (including additional adsorption data). Strikingly, both methods reproduce the experiments close to a precision of 0.1 Å, where the largest disagreement is found for the optB86b/vdWDF–
Ag(111) combination, with an underestimation of 0.11 Å. As for PTCDA, optPBE/vdWDF and vdWDF2 give a severe overestimation of the adsorption heights, except for Au(111) where a reasonable
agreement is found. In Fig. 5d also the adsorption heights obtained with the DFT+vdWsurf method, 23
as reported by Bürker et al. 36 , are shown. However, the direct comparison is less than trivial as these
were not obtained for the most stable adsorption configuration, as noted above. Thus, before making
an assessment of the two methods we need to analyze how much the adsorption height differs between
different adsorption configurations.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5 Top and side views of the most favorable adsorption configurations of DIP on (a) Cu(111), (b)
Ag(111), and (c) Au(111), and (d) summary of average adsorption heights on the three surfaces, calculated
with different vdWDFs. The dotted black lines and shaded areas denote the experimental data and associated
error bars. 36 The DFT+vdWsurf data were extracted from Ref. 36 , however, these data do not correspond to the
most stable adsorption configurations of DIP on the three surfaces, the consequence of which is discussed in
the main text.
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Table 3 Average, maximum and minimum adsorption heights (hads ) for the carbon atoms, as well as
adsorption energies (Eads ) obtained with different vdWDFs, for DIP obtained for different adsorption sites on
Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111), with the results of the most stable adsorption sites italicized. For each of the
surface, the average experimental (Exp.) adsorption height from Ref. 36 is indicated.
Substrate and
adsorption site

hads (Å)

Eads (eV)

Average

Max.

Min.

optPBE/vdWDF

3.17

3.23

3.12

-2.81

optB86b/vdWDF

2.57

3.05

2.31

-3.67

vdWDF2

3.29

3.31

3.21

-2.01

rev/vdWDF2

2.58

3.06

2.33

-2.89

Exp. 36

2.51 ± 0.03

Cu(111)

Ag(111)
optPBE/vdWDF

3.19

3.21

3.14

-2.73

optB86b/vdWDF

2.90

2.94

2.88

-3.30

vdWDF2

3.35

3.41

3.28

-1.99

rev/vdWDF2

2.98

3.00

2.96

-2.52

Exp. 36

3.01 ± 0.04

Au(111)

a This

optPBE/vdWDF

3.25

3.31

3.17

-3.06

optB86b/vdWDF

3.11

3.13

3.06

-3.57

vdWDF2

3.43

3.49

3.35

-2.33

rev/vdWDF2

3.11

3.14

3.07

-2.99

Exp. 36

3.17 ± 0.03a

value is reduced to 3.10 Å if taking the surface reconstruction of Au(111) into account. 36
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Table 4 summarizes adsorption height averages, maxima and minima for the Top–0◦ and Bridge–
30◦ adsorption sites, as well as the binding energies, calculated with optB86b/vdWDF. The geometries
are named by the position of the DIP center over the surface and the rotation of the molecule’s long
axis away from the [11̄0]-direction of respective substrate. Depictions of each of the geometries
can be found in the Supporting Information. As mentioned above, the Bridge-30◦ is the most stable
adsorption configuration on all surfaces, while the DFT+vdWsurf results in Fig. 5 were obtained for
the Top-0◦ geometry. The difference of the average adsorption height between these configurations
is about 0.1 Å for Cu(111) and Ag(111). Considering the similar results for optB86b/vdWDF and
DFT+vdWsurf , we estimate that the adsorption heights for the latter is overestimated by roughly 0.1 Å,
as a result of using the wrong adsorption geometry. For Au(111) the difference between the two sites
is as small as 0.03 Å, thus the adsorption height from DFT+vdWsurf is only slightly overestimated.
Following this tentative analysis, it appears that the both method performs equally well in describing
the adsorption height of the DIP molecule.
Table 4 Average, maximum and minimum adsorption heights (hads ) for the carbon atoms, as well as
adsorption energies (Eads ), obtained with optB86b/vdWDF for DIP obtained for different adsorption sites on
Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111), with the results of the most stable adsorption sites italicized. For each of the
surface, the average experimental (Exp.) adsorption height from Ref. 36 is indicated.
Substrate and
adsorption site

hads (Å)

Eads (eV)

Average

Max.

Min.

2.69

2.88

2.53

-3.84

2.58

3.06

2.31

-3.89

do Top–0◦

3.00

3.17

2.91

-3.24

do Bridge–30◦

2.89

2.93

2.85

-3.43

do Top–0◦

3.14

3.22

3.06

-3.44

do Bridge–30◦

3.11

3.13

3.07

-3.57

Cu(111)
do Top–0◦
do

Bridge–30◦

Ag(111)

Au(111)
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4

Discussion

In Tab. 5 the mean absolute errors (MAEs) of the calculated adsorption heights from the different
methods method, with respect to experimental literature values, 33–36 are summarized. From the results, it is clear that the choice of functional is more important for the more interacting surfaces.
This is reflected by the fact that adsorption on Au(111) is reasonably described by all methods, with
the exception of vdWDF2, while the accuracy on Cu(111) diverges quite significantly between the
functionals. This may be coupled to that synergy effects between van der Waals and chemical interactions 49 are more prominent for the chemically active Cu(111) surface compared to the inert Au(111)
surface, rendering the results more sensitive to the XC-functional for the former. In any case, the
optB86b/vdWDF and rev/vdWDF2 outperform the other tested functionals independent on the system under study. For both these functionals, it is found that the carbon atoms are described slightly
better than oxygen atoms, although both functionals give MAEs within 0.1 Å for both types of atoms.
Considering the different surfaces, the MAEs are more or less the same, with the exception for the carbon atoms on Cu described by optB86b/vdWDF, where it is as small as (0.04±0.02) Å. This is in line
with recent results for the optB86b/vdWDF functional, 31 where an MAE of (0.05±0.05) Å was found
for a perylene derivative both in its isolated form and in a 2D metal organic framework, adsorbed on
this surface. The apparent generality of the optB86b/vdWDF method, in describing adsorption heights
for large organic molecules on metals, makes it a promising choice for theoretical modeling of this
type of systems, within the DFT level of theory, as is the rev/vdWDF2 functional. Notably, with
the available data for PTCDA and DIP at hand, also the DFT+vdWsurf method presents a propitious
method. Moreover, this method describes the adsorption of benzene on Pt(111) and Au(111) with an
accuracy of 0.1 Å. 49 Before we can conclude which of the three methods is the most rigorous one, the
comparison needs to be expanded to include also other molecules and surfaces.
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Table 5 Mean absolute errors of the calculated adsorption heights from the different vdWDFs, compared to
experimentally measured heights, for PTCDA and DIP adsorbed on Cu(111), Ag(111), and Au(111). The data
is shown for both carbon and oxygen atoms and units are given in Å.
Carbon atoms

Oxygen atom

All atoms

optPBE/vdWDF

0.58±0.02

0.29±0.06

0.44±0.04

optB86b/vdWDF

0.04±0.02

0.12±0.06

0.08±0.04

vdWDF2

0.78±0.02

0.33±0.06

0.55±0.04

rev/vdWDF2

0.06±0.02

0.14±0.06

0.10±0.04

optPBE/vdWDF

0.27±0.03

0.11±0.05

0.19±0.04

optB86b/vdWDF

0.08±0.03

0.09±0.05

0.09±0.04

vdWDF2

0.46±0.03

0.31±0.05

0.37±0.04

rev/vdWDF2

0.07±0.03

0.08±0.05

0.07±0.04

optPBE/vdWDF

0.08±0.03

–

0.08±0.03

optB86b/vdWDF

0.07±0.03

–

0.07±0.03

vdWDF2

0.27±0.03

–

0.27±0.03

rev/vdWDF2

0.06±0.03

–

0.06±0.03

optPBE/vdWDF

0.30±0.03

0.19±0.05

0.25±0.04

optB86b/vdWDF

0.06±0.03

0.10±0.05

0.08±0.04

vdWDF2

0.50±0.03

0.31±0.05

0.41±0.04

rev/vdWDF2

0.06±0.03

0.10±0.05

0.08±0.04

Cu(111)

Ag(111)

Au(111)

All surfaces
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Having illustrated that the optB86b/vdWDF and rev/vdWDF2 functionals are able to describe
adsorption heights with high accuracy, the next step in understanding how the functionals affect
the adsorption characteristics is to study the adsorption energies. It has been illustrated 50 that the
optB86b/vdWDF functional overestimates the adsorption strength for graphene on Ni, while accurately describing the adsorption height. There are indications that the adsorption energy is overestimated also for other systems. 51 On the other hand, rev/vdWDF2 has been shown to accurately describe
the adsorption energy of benzene on Cu(111). 41 Notably rev/vdWDF2 gives considerably smaller adsorption energies than optB86b/vdWDF for the systems studies here, however, a direct comparison
of adsorption energies is not possible due to the absence of reliable benchmark data. The results of
rev/vdWDF2 are nevertheless interesting, as it shows the capability of describing structural properties equally accurate as optB86b/vdWDF, at the same time as lowering the depth of the interaction
potential. This illustrates the importance to both optimize the exchange and correlation term when
designing new non-local density functionals. We expect that the improved description of the adsorption of large organic molecules on metals will at first hand come from the development of new density
functionals. For this to become possible additional experimental benchmarks are needed, in particular
accurate and reliable measurements of adsorption energies. In the long term, we may even envision
that calculations with the random phase approximation 52 will become possible do describe the type
of systems studied here, however, only when the available computational resources have increased
significantly.
We would like to stress that accurate description of adsorption energies is of secondary importance
compared to the adsorption heights. Precise determination of material characteristics, such as change
transfer in a metal-organic contact, 53 rather rely on the structural properties, and is not dependent
on the adsorption energy. Also for the description of reactions on surfaces, the adsorption height is
the most crucial property for determining how a metal catalyze a reaction. For on-surface reactions,
the energy barriers rely on energy difference between adsorbed species, where systematic errors in
the adsorption energies to a large extent are canceled out, if the molecules are positioned at similar
adsorption heights in the different reaction states. Therefore, under these conditions, we expect that
both the optB86b/vdWDF and the rev/vdWDF2 functionals will accurately describe reaction between
organic molecules on surface.
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5

Conclusion

To conclude, we have investigated how well various van der Waals density functionals describe the adsorption heights of organic molecules on coinage metal surface, presenting very encouraging results
for the optB86b/vdWDF and rev/vdWDF2 functionals. With only few exceptions, these functionals describe adsorption heights within 0.1 Å, both with an average error of (0.06±0.03) Å for carbon
atoms. Within the DFT level of theory, these functionals are highly recommended choices for describing properties and processes for large organic molecules adsorbed on metal surfaces. The ability of
DFT to provide reliable description for large organic molecules on metals is envisioned to play a vital
role for the movement towards in silico designed molecular frameworks on metals, with tailor-made
characteristics.
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